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“Government information is the operating 
system of a democratic society.”

Carl Malamud



EVERYONE
● Freely available, open, online repository of the 

published works of all democracies
● Federal, provincial and municipal
● Discoverable and Available over time 

(sustainable)
● Ability to use and reuse the data 

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION FOR 



20
23

● Surveys & Stakeholder Interviews

● Environmental Scan

● Community Collaboration & 

Partnerships

● Working Group, Meetings and 

Presentations 

● Real life metrics and expertise 

knowledge

● Leveraging new technologies 



Environmental Scan 

 
Simone O’Byrne, Internet Archive Canada 



Overview

● Introduction
● Scope
● Methodology/approach
● Data collection



Introduction

This environmental scan is still a work in progress, undertaken to document 
Canadian government digital publication collections available online. 

Feedback from the February 2023 Democracy’s Library survey further 
illustrated the need for broad-based data collection across all levels of 
government. 

An inventory of current collections will assist in identifying the gaps that 
exist, and  allow us to arrive at a clearer picture of how Internet Archive 
Canada can support open and long-term access to Canadian government 
information. 



Environmental scan: in scope

The scan encompasses Canadian federal, provincial, 
and territorial government information collected and 
made publicly available online.  

As of today, data on over 200 collections is included in 
the scan.



Environmental scan: out of scope
● map and geospatial portals benefit from considerable investment 

and are not regarded as “at risk”

● municipal information: there are over 2,100 municipalities in Canada. 
A representative sample of seven were surveyed

● indigenous information was identified as a significant gap; 
challenges include diverse governance structures, transcription of 
indigenous languages, and overlap within geographic, linguistic and 
ethnic groups

● grey literature from think tanks, NGOs and other special interest 
groups with a focus on public policy. 



Methodology/Approach: federal 
information

Federal information is 
extensively collected and 
maintained by the 
Government of Canada 
itself and selectively 
collected by various 
university and 
not-for-profit 
institutions.

publications.gc.ca and open.canada.ca



Methodology/Approach: provincial and 
territorial information 
Canadian provinces and territories are not as well served:

● only four have a legislated mandate to collect comprehensively: 
Manitoba, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Québec

● only two have full depository libraries: Newfoundland and 
Labrador and Saskatchewan

● the seven remaining jurisdictions rely on a combination of their 
legislative libraries, government web sites and university 
libraries



Methodology/Approach: starting point

I began by amalgamating and harmonizing data from two earlier scans, 
updating the information where possible: 

● Association of Parliamentary Libraries in Canada (APLIC) member 
libraries scan, last carried out in 2021

● provincial/territorial Queen’s Printer (now King’s Printer) offices scan 
last carried out in 2015



Methodology/Approach: other existing 
resources

resources mined include:

● Registry of Canadian Government Information Digitization Projects 

● government information research guides maintained by academic 
libraries 

● GovInfo Day content from 2013 through 2022



Methodology/Approach: exploratory 
searches

Exploratory searches on a representative sample of:

● web archiving projects, primarily Archive-IT

● proactive and routine release FOI/ATIP portals

● environmental and regulatory registries and public 
consultation document portals



Methodology/Approach: Open data 
portals

Federal and all provincial and territorial governments host open data 
portals with the exception of Nunavut. The metadata (again with the 
exception of Nunavut) is also hosted on open.canada.ca, with links 
pointing back to the relevant portal.

● sites are frequently not well documented

● open government, open data and open information policies, licences 
and legislation were also captured



A closer look at data collection

As of today, over 200 collections are included in the scan. The data 
collected is not exhaustive; sites are frequently not well documented, 
and many lack scope notes or collection policies. 

Overlap does occur:

● National Research Council Canada Publications Archive is indexed by 
publications.gc.ca: the links point to full text on the NRC site

● some“themed” or selective collections are maintained in their own 
repository but overlap with CKRN or collections at the provincial level

     



data elements collected

The spreadsheet contains a mix of controlled 
vocabulary and plain text entries. 



data elements: creator & creator type

element: creator/provenance
A creator may have multiple 
collections. This is not the 
corporate author or publisher of 
the work(s).

element: creator type 
[controlled vocabulary]

● academic institution
● academic consortia
● government
● NGO/not-for-profit

creator type



data elements: collection title & 
origination
element: collection title: the 
name of the 
website/portal/repository 

element: origination: the original 
source material [controlled 
vocabulary]

● born digital
● digitized paper 
● digitized microform
● web archive
● mixed
● open data

origination



data elements: content jurisdiction type

element: content jurisdiction 
type
[controlled vocabulary]

● province
● territory
● federal
● indigenous
● municipal
● multiple



data elements: content jurisdiction(s) 
collected
element: content jurisdiction(s) 
collected 
[controlled vocabulary]

● all
● multiple
● federal
● municipal
● Alberta, British Columbia, 

Manitoba, New Brunswick, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Northwest Territories, Nova 
Scotia, Nunavut, Ontario, 
Prince Edward Island, 
Quebec, Saskatchewan, 
Yukon 



data elements: collection policy & scope 
notes
element: collection policy
[controlled vocabulary] 

● selective
● comprehensive
● comprehensive with 

mandate
● full deposit
● themed
● FOI/ATI
● not known

element: collection policies & 
scope notes
populated where details 
available

element: date range 
a range only: often missing or 
unreliable

element: others collecting 
e.g. GALLOP, ODW 



data elements: language & long term 
access
element: language(s) 
[controlled vocabulary]

● English
● French
● English & French
● English French & other
● English & some French 

metadata

element: long term access 
[controlled vocabulary]

● yes
● yes–open access
● yes–LOCKSS
● yes–TDR
● subject to retention 

schedule
● no
● not known 



data elements: formats & web archiving

element: format: 
[controlled vocabulary]

● metadata only
● hosted
● mixed 

element: file format(s) 
a simple text field, can be refined 
later

element: web archiving program
Archive-IT, other



data elements: web address & misc

element: web address
URL or dark archive

other elements: contact 
information, other misc. notes 
including date of data collection 



some highlights



some highlights



Next steps

Carry out some analysis 

Where are the gaps?

Which jurisdictions need further 
research?

Plan

Draft an approach to municipal 
information

Draft an approach to indigenous 

What else is out there?

bibliography of bibliographies 

Created with a quick copy/paste 
when I came across 
bibliographies or checklists.

The file will be posted and made 
available for you to download, 
make additions, corrections etc



Next steps

We are very aware that the 
collections as documented in the 
scan are increasingly unable to 
maintain currency as publishing 
continues to move rapidly away 
from “downloadable” formats to 
HTML-based web content. 

Some jurisdictions recognize 
web sites as records and are 
preserving them according to 
retention schedules but 
questions about indexing and 
public access remain.   

Web archiving is high on our radar. 



PILOT: AI-assisted Metadata Generation for 
Government Publications 

Andrea Mills, Internet Archive Canada 
Steve Marks, University of Toronto



https://archive.org/details/democracys-library 

889,000 Government Publications

https://archive.org/details/democracys-library


https://archive.org/details/governmentpublications 

81,000 Canadian Government 
Publications

https://archive.org/details/governmentpublications










Since late 2021, 36,000 
publications digitized at UofT



12,300 
publications 

matched with 
catalogue 

record 



23,800 
publications 

without 
bibliographic 

metadata 



PILOT: 
AI-assisted 

Metadata 
creation with 

Subject 
Expert QA & 
Refinement











Levels of Success



Levels of Success







How It Works



Impacts and Future 
Development



20
24

● In-depth analysis of “the gaps”

● Partner projects

● **More collaboration and communication 



Democracy’s Library Canada: 
A National Partnership Effort

● Info collection, stewardship, and preservation
● Conducting/supporting research using this 

info
● Encouraging partnerships to make use of info
● Developing products and services to enhance 

utility and access



20
24

+

● Search

○ Across different formats 

(digitized, born-digital, 

web archives)

○ Leverage existing search 

functionalities

○ AI interface?



Government Publications for Everyone:
Let’s build our collections together!

Thank You! Merci!


